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AABBCCDV (REDUX BERLIN)

2014-15
Installation, Errant Bodies, Berlin (DE)
12” record edition, turntable, pedestal, audio equipment, table sculpture, record jacket collages, photo-
gram spray painting, Magic City print edition

-
ing as the point of departure for the work was the then imminent demolition of a building that was home to 

DV had used the building for a number of years both for exhibitions and as an artist studio, but were ulti-

The demolition of the structure can be read as a marker for urban transformations in general, a process 

practices, begging the question: What next?

Included in the show at Errant Bodies is the print edition Magic City (2012-14), a separate work featuring 





Installation detail, record edition of DV demolition 



Pedestal, 12” record edition of DV demolition, turntable, headphones 165x44x34cm

>>CLICK TO PLAY RECORD: https://vimeo.com/119266451













Record jacket collages detail, images of materials left inside DV interior prior to building demolition adhered to found record jackets, each 32x32cm



Record jacket collage detail, ink jet print adhered to found 12” record jacket, 32x32cm









Photogram spray painting of microphone cables used to capture audio recording of DV demolition, spray paint on linen, 30x25x2cm



















DIE RAUEME

2013
Installation, die raum, Berlin (DE)

Die Raeume presents a collection of concrete casts molded inside the shower cabins and changing 

-
sions, the installation establishes a physical and aesthetic link between the bath and the exhibition 

































AABBCCDV

2012

-

demolition, and a 12” record edition of the former DV building being destroyed, created by placing 









Reference image, inside DV









Reference image, inside DV



Reference image, inside DV











>> PLAY RECORD: https://vimeo.com/119266451



Audio recording of demolition:

Press:

 

Reference images: DV pre and post demolition, Miami, May 2012







TEST DIG NO. 1

2011-12

-

-



























Press:







WHO AMONG YOU DESERVES ETERNAL LIFE?

Crashed cars (black and white), plaster sculptures, deep space images projected onto terrestrial surfaces
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THE GHOST OF JAMES LEE BYARS CALLLING 
 

-
-

-





























 

>>WATCH DVD of Sammath performance at De Appel: https://vimeo.com/116773027













WHITE NOISE

-











>Sample track A: https://vimeo.com/125498767

>Sample track B: https://vimeo.com/125498768

>Sample track C: https://vimeo.com/125498769









ANYTOWN

-

-
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